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ataxic gait, dragging of the legs, distinct paresis, ankle
clonus and well-marked Babinski reflex on each side, affec-
tion of the muscular sense in the teg, loss of the vibrating
sensation on the legs. 

I have reported elsewhere other cases of combined postero-
lateral degeneration of the spinal cord in which loss of the
vibrating sensation was a useful sign of organic- disease at
a very early stage of the disease. .

_ 

Other Conditions.
In multiple (or diffuse) peripheral neuritis (alcoholic,
diabetic, &c.), as already mentioned, the vibrating sensation
is often lost before other forms of sensation are lost. Loss
of the vibrating sensation and loss of the tendo Achillis
reflexes are often the earliest signs of peripheral neuritis of
various forms, and these signs are especially interesting as
indications of early nerve lesions in diabetes-" diabetic
neuritis." Whilst in lesions of a single peripheral nerve, or
a nerve trunk, I have always found that the vibrating
sensation is recognised ; and when other forms of sensation
are affected (touch, pain, temperature) the vibrating sensation
is still felt. These points will sometimes be of service in the
difeerential diagnosis of such lesions.

In a case of localised paralysis, if the vibrating sensation
is lost and other forms of sensation are felt, or lost, a lesion
of a peripheral nerve or nerve trunk can be excluded as the
cause of the paralysis. In a case of localised peripheral
paralysis, if the vibrating sensation is felt and other forms of
sensation affected or lost, a lesion of a peripheral nerve or
nerve trunk is probable. In a case of localised paralysis, if
the vibrating sensation is lost and other forms of sensation
are reeognised, and the patient persists in this statement
in spite of suggestions to the contrary, then hysteria or

malingering is very improbable.
In any case of hemianassthesia, if the vibrating sensation

is not felt when the foot of the vibrating tuning-fork is
placed on the edge of the sternum on the side of the tactile
anaesthesia, but felt when placed at a corresponding point on the
other side, the case is one of hysteria or functional disease or
malingering. (When the vibrating sensation is felt on both
sides of the sternum no conclusion can be drawn from this
fact as to the diagnosis.) In cases of hemianassthesia due to

organic disease, if sensation is impaired over the sternum
at all, when the tuning-fork is placed over the half of the
sternum on the anaesthetic side the vibrations would be trans.
mitted across to the other half of the sternum and would be
felt. In all cases examined by myself, if due to organic

disease, the tuning-fork vibrations have been felt when the
tuning-fork has been placed on either half of the sternum.
Elsewhere I have reviewed the changes in the vibrating
sensation in various other diseases.
As suggested in this note, the testing of the vibrating

sensation, in some of the numerous cases of lesions of the
cord and peripheral nerves now coming under observation in
military practice, will occasionally be of distinct service in
differential diagnosis.
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IN 1889 Rumpf contributed a paper in the Newrologisehes
Certtralblatt on the response of different parts of the body to
the vibrations of a series of tuning-forks, whose rates varied
from 13-1000 per second. During the next 15 years there
were various contributions to the continental medical press.
Treitel, Bing, Egger, Rumpf, and others wrote on the
subject, but their work was chiefly confined to experi-
ments on the nature of the sensation. R. T. Williamson in
1905 took the subject beyond the experimental stage, and in
a series of papers between that date and 1911 showed the
clinical value of the vibratorv sensation in diseases that
involve sensory paths. In 1912 I published in the British
Medical Journal a method by which the impairment of the
vibratory sensation could be estimated as a numerical ratio.

Description of Method.
In my investigations, which date from 1911, I used a

tuning-fork with a vibration-rate of 108-75, obtained from
Messrs. Down Bros. Two pieces of steel are attached to the
upper portion of the fork in such a manner that when the
arms of the fork are vibrating a small window is seen

between them. This disappears when the vibrations of the
fork reach a definite amplitude. At this moment, when the
window disappears, I apply the fork to the subcutaneous
bony points and start a stop-watch. The patient is
instructed to give a signal at the moment when he ceases to
appreciate the vibrations. The watch is then stopped and
the time recorded. By this method the fork is always
applied when the fork is vibrating at a definite amplitude.
The subcutaneous bony parts taken are the internal
malleolus, external ’malleolus, tibia, anterior superior spine
of the ilium, sacrum, sternum, radius, and ulna. By this
method on 30 normal individuals between the ages of 18 and
30 I found at each bony point what interval of time
elapsed before the sensation disappeared.
The mean intervals, in seconds, together with the

maximum and minimum, are shown in the following table:-

When this test is applied to patients suffering from impair-
ment of the vibratory sensation a numerical ratio to the

mean normal is obtained, which represents the degree of
impairment of the sensation. This can be described graphi-
cally, as in the following diagram (Fig. 1). The height in

FIG. 1.

the accompanying curve represents the time during which
the sensation is appreciated by the normal individual.

Outline of Results.
During the last six years I have used this method in many

cases of disease of the central and peripheral nervous
system, and I have published the results at length in the
Quart&egrave;rly Journal of Medicine (November, 1917). I propose
here only to outline the work and to summarise some of its

conclusions.
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In peripheral neuritis due to diabetes, alcohol, or lead
I invariably found a diminution in the sensation, which,
however, differed in distribution in the different types. In
the following table I have tabulated the changes in the
vibratory sense and the distribution of these changes in
typical clinical cases. 

Diminution in the vibratory sensation will be found in
cases of alcoholism and diabetes before the loss of the

ankle-jerk, which in turn is before the knee-jerk, and is
FzG. 2.

consequently of great value as a method of foretelling the
danger of peripheral neuritis, and in many cases aids in the
diagnosis of the primary cause of the symptoms.

I saw an officer who complained of chronic dyspepsia with
occasional vomiting. A chart of his vibratory sensation (Fig. 2)
showed ’an impairment over the lower limbs, the vibratory

FIG. 3.

sensation being about a quarter of the normal. Later he
confessed to alcoholism, and his subsequent history proved
the diagnosis.

In tabes dorsalis the vibratory sensation is found to be
diminished (1) over the lower limbs and (2) over the sacrum.

This diminution over the sacrum is constant and the curve
obtained shows this contrast to that of peripheral neuritis.
The following case illustrates these points.
A male, aged 45, chancre 15 years previously. Wassermann

reaction positive. Frequency of micturition for five months.
Pupils, Argyll Robertson ; slight double ptosis. Knee-jerks
and ankle-jerks absent, Romberg’s sign present, but not
marked. The vibratory sensation showed a diminution of
about half over the lower limbs and sacrum. (Fig. 3.)

In my series of tabetic cases (15) the degree of Rombergism
present was found to be in proportion to the depreciation of
the vibratory sensation. The early cases of tabes, in which
the only signs were Argyll Robertson pupils, positive
Wassermann reaction of cerebro-spinal fluid, and absent

ankle-jerks, showed a similar diminution in the vibratory
sensation. In disseminated sclerosis there was a diminution
in the vibratory sensation over the sacrum in all cases, but
the diminution over the limbs was not constant, one or more
limbs being involved uniformly. This diminution over the
sacrum appears only to be present in diseases involving the
spinal cord. In the motor neurone diseases, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, progressive muscular atrophy, and paralysis

agitans the vibratory sensation is normal.
The Nature of the S’en.sation. I

I think the probability is that we are dealing with a
multiple pressure sensation, and the sensation is the result
of a summation of pressure stimuli. If the skin is rendered
insensitive 20 per cent. of the sensation is cut off, pointing
to the fact that part of the sensation is transmitted by the
paths of cutaneous sensibility. The remaining 80 per cent.
appear to follow the paths of deep sensibility.
The reason for choosing bony points for the application of

the stimuli is that the bone acts as a "sounding board,"
transmitting the sensation to a variable distance round.
This is well shown by the tongue, which, although a highly
sensitive organ, does not appreciate the vibration as well as
the wrist, the tissues of the tongue being less resistant and
having no bony base to spread the vibrations.

Medical Societies.
WEST LONDON MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL

SOCIETY.

The Cancer Problem. and its Clinical Significance.-Exitibition
ot Artificial Iland and Arm.

A MEETING of this society was held at the West London
Hospital on Feb. lst, Dr. A. J. RICE-OXLEY being in the
chair.
Dr. A. KNYVETT GORDON read a paper on the Cancer Problem

and its Clinical Significance, illustrated by microscopic
slides and coloured plates. Having discussed some of the more
widely known theories of the causation of cancer, including
Cohnheim’s and the parasitic explanations, and shown cause
for their rejection, Dr. Gordon suggested that a disturbance
of metabolism, very possibly that concerned with the pro-
duction of oholesterin, might prove to be the exciting cause
of the uncontrolled and abnormal cell proliferation. Turning
to treatment, attention was called to the necessity of
operating in the "pre-cancerous " stage, which could be re-
cognised by the microscope. The fact that the injection of
certain substances, such as blood and placental tissue, into
mice made them less suitable for inoculation with mouse-
cancer, inclined the speaker to think that the injection
of such substances might prove useful as a prophylactic
measure in the case of people whose family history showed
frequent cancerous developments.
A discussion followed, in which Dr. F. J. MCCANN, Major-

R. H. JOCELYN SWAN, Mr. ASLETT BALDWIN, and others took
part.
A visitor from New Zealand, Mr. P. MACKAY, exhibited

an artificial hand and arm which he had made for himself.
After his lucid demonstration, his statement that by the use
of this apparatus he had, three months after the loss of his
forearm, been able to build a six-room cottage was not so
surprising.


